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ABSTRACT' The pape~ ~epo~8 on some wo~k 'recently undsptaken by the
authoro on the terrrpoml dist1'ibution of t'Mvel demand in
Adelaide /'0.,. va.,.ioU8 troip PU1'p0S6S and modes of tmnspon.
The anatysis focUBsed on home based t.,.ips by all modes of
tronspopt and it "aed the <lata baee p~odueed during the
1977 Me~opoZita" Adelaide Data Base Study.

The objective of the analysis !JaB to dete"f'mine U1hethe.,. a
p7'ima facie (JagS eusted foft the int1'oducC'ion· of policies
UJhich could be used to-inf!uence the tempO'Mt di8t~bution

of trtavel demand, panicu'ta"Zy du"£ng the moming and
evening peak peroiods. The pape". proesents the 'results of
the analysis and the conclusions peached.
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TEMPORAL DISI'RIBOTION OF TRAVEL IN ADELAIDE

The wOt'k reported on in this paper' was undertaken because there
an interest in i..mplementirg policies which are designed to influence

terrporal distribution of travel, particularly during the morning and
~\",nlng peak. perioos. Since the capacity of the urban public transport
"''1st-em and the design standards of the urban arterial road system (and

associated traffic management and control facilities) are largely
detelmli,ned by the level of travel demand which occurs during the morning

evening feak perioos, it would seem (at first glance) that lntt'o
policies which lead to a reduction or spreading of peak travel
would have meri t because they would enable econanies to be made in

prOllJision of transport infrastructure and services while at the same
leading to a better utilisation of the transport system. Policies
as varying and staggerin;} work, schcx>l and shq:>ping hours and locatirg

schools and shops so that they are easily accessible frcm
catchment areas have all been considered in this context.

'The objective of this analysis was therefore to determine whether
facie case existed for' the intrcduction of such pol icies in Adelaide.

rhe data base produced during the 1977 Metropolitan Melaide Data
study 0978} was used and, to keep the analysis within manageable

it was decided to focus on hone based travel by all m<X1es of
P-"1SllQ':t, viz,

Hone based work
Hone based education (primary and secondary)

based education (tertiary)
Hone based shop
Home based other

rt

- car driver (alone)
- car driver (with passengers)
_. car passenger

~U<JH.~ Transport - school bus
- other bus
- train
- tram
_. taxi passerger
- walk
- bicycle
- motor cycle/motor sCClOter

the tenq;x:,ral distr'ibution of travel, cross tabulations
time, mc:x1e and trip purpose were extracted fron the

",.r=~-=, the SPSS statistical package. The resulti!'lJ distrib-·
shown in Figures 1 to 15" Although space limitations do not
actual cross tabulations to be included, they are available
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L. M. aXIAl)

Before discussing the distributions associated with each trip
purpose it is worth spending a little time considerirg the factors which
influence the temflOral distribution of travel and what the distributions
shown in Figures 1 to 15 actually indicate.

For work, school and shopping t.rips there are six main factors:-

1. 'nle starting and endirg time and the duration of the work,
school and shopping period and their relationship to each
other..

2.. The spatial distribution of workplaces, schools and shops
in relation to their catchment. areas"

3. l1l.e mooe of t.ravel used by people (be it. the_ only mode
available or' the one chosen fron a set of alternatives)"

4., The accessibility offered by the various nOOes of transport
and the translX'rt system to workplaces , schools and shops.>

5" I'he degree t.o which trips for various purposes (by various
modes) are linked or chained.

6" The activity patterns of households"

Figures 1 to 15 therefore show the temporal dist:r:;;.ibutions of
travel for the Adelaide metropolitan area (in aggregate) which resulted
fran the canbination of the al::xJve six factors in 1976/77.

As regards the factors themselves, the startio;; and ending time
of work, school and (to a lesser extent) shopping pedoos dictates when
people must arrive at and leave their destination respectively. 'The
actual start time of trips depends on the mOOe chosen, the lcx:::ation of
the destination relative to the origin, the accessibility of the origin
to the. destination (prO\rided by the transport system) and whether the
traveller chooses to chain the trip (Le. hane-school-work, etc.). The
spatial distribution of workplaces, schools and shops in the metropolitan
area and the accessibility offered by the transI;X)rt system act in canbin
ation to determine the temporal distribution of travel.

Sharp peaks in the temporal distribution which are of short
duration coupled with a large number of trips undertaken by the walk and
bicycle modes suggest that trip destinations for the particular trip
purpose throughout an area are close to origins. That is, the spatial
distribution of the destinations is such that they are easily accessible
fron their-catchment areas. 'Typical examples of this in Adelaide are the
distributions for primary and secondary school travel (Figures 4, 5 and
6)" They reflect the policy adopted by the Education Department of
locating primary and secondary schools throughout the rnetropoli tan area
so that they serve defined catchment areas.
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TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTIO'l OF TRAVEL IN ADELAIDE

0'1 the matter of the policy tools available to influence the
temporal distribution of travel, it would appear that they are urban
development and/or economic/social policies as well as purely transport
policies. It would also appear that they are more canplex in their
impact than is generally ackn<:Mledged. For example, a study of the
effect of flexible working houts on travel patterns undertaken in Adelaide
in 1975 (P.A. Management COnsultants, 1975), found that while the intro
duction of flexible working hours led to a marked reduction in "peaking"
in the morning and evening and a substantial spreading of arrival and
departure times, it also led to a decrease in the use of car pools: an
adverse irrpact on a demarrl minimization policy.

Usirg purely transp:>rt policies to alter the tenq:oral distribution
of travel tends to be very difficult because quite Draconian measures are
required. Measures such as the introduction of differential fares for
peak and off-peak public transport travel are only truly effective if the
fare differential is large (Le. 100 to lSO% difference). The introouction
of differential peak and off-peak fares coupled with a general fare
increase in Adelaide in 1983 had sane interesting results. A "before and
after" survey conducted by the State Transport Authority (State Transport
Authority, 1983) indicated that:-

despite an increase of 39% in the average cost per journey
to passengers there was less than a 1% decrease in the total
nLJnber of passel'X]'ers using the public transport system.

there was a 7% reduction in the total number of child
and student journeys and a 14% increase in the total
number of r:ensioner journeys (over one third of whan
travelled in the free off-peak period).

there was a 9.6% increase in the total number of peak
journeys (and a corresponding decrease in the total
number of off-peak journeys) in spite of the fact that
peak fares were increased and off-peak fares remained
unchang-ed •

On the roads side, one policy option which could be used to alter
the temp::>ral distribution of car travel would be simply to adopt a policy
of only providil'X]' sufficient road capacity to cater for off-peak travel.
The road network would be allCMed to becane congested during the pe:ak
thereby encouraging IOC>torists to alter the start time of their trip so
that peak period demand spreads. Unfortunately, increased traffic congest
ion not only has the undesirable effect of increasing the number of
traffic accidents but also generates a considerable number of eatplaints
from irate motorists and motoring organisations.

In srnmary, before developing policies which are designed to
influence the temporal distribution of travel it is firstly necessary to
determine whether a prima facie case exists for such policies. Secondly,
all the impacts of such policies mlst be identified to guard against the
solution to one problem becanin:.J the cause of far more serious problems.
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IEMPORAL DISIRIBUTlOO OF w:JRK TRAVEL

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the temper'al distribution of hone baSed
work trips for the various mc:xjes of transport.

Figure 1 indicates that, for public transport trips:-

the morning and evening peak. pericrls extend fran 6 a.m. to
q a.m. and fron 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. :respectively.

there is a greater spread of trip start times in the mornirg
than in the evening (especially for' bus trips) which is in
part a reflection of the fact that a large number of public
tr'ansport trips tenninate in the CBD.

the peak demand for bus and tt'ain trips in the mornirg occurs
between '7 and 8 a"m. while that for tram trips occurs between
8 and 9 a"m.

In the evening, peak demand for bus, train and tram trips
occurs between 5 and 6 p.m.

Figure 2, for car travel, indicates a similar distribution to
public transport with the differences that:-

the peak demand in the morning is more intense than that in
the evening.

the distribution of demand within the mornil'llJ and evening
peak periods is m::>re uniform than that for public transport.

the distr'ibution of travel in the evening has a pronounced
tail extendin;;J fron 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. and fran 6 p.m. to
11 p.m. which could reflect the effects of part time employ
ment and shift work.

in the evening the peak demand for all three modes occurs
between 4 and 5 p.m"

Figure 3, for walk, bicycle and motor cycle trips indicates a
similar distribution to car travel with the differences that:-

the spread of trip start times in the morning aOO evenil'llJ
peaks is almost the same.

the· peak demand for motor cycle and bicycle trips in the
mornirg occurs between 7 aoo 8 a.m. while that for walk
trips occurs between 8 and 9 a.m. In the evening, the
peak demand for all three modes occurs between 4 and 5
p.rn. (cfcar trips).
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rEMPORllL DISI'RIBUTION OF TRAVEL IN ADELAIDE

The conclusions which can be drawn fran Figures 1, 2 and 3
are:-·

the relatively narrow spread of start times for trips in
the morning and evening peaks suggest two things. Firstly,
the overall accessibility offered by the road and pUblic
transI;X)rt systems for work travel is in general satisfactory.
Secondly, it suggests that the majority of people are
working fixed !'athez:' than flexible hours. There is thus
scope to reduce peak demand and increase the spread of
trip start times by the more widespread introduction of
flexible working hours.

the similarity of the spread of start times for public
transport and car trips suggests that introducing flexible
working hours will have the beneficial effect of reducing
peak demand on both the road and public transport systems.

figures 1 and 2 suggest that the majority of people
ccmnence work between 8.30 and 9.00 a.m" and since their
trip start times are dictated by the duration of their
journey (which in turn depends on the m<XJe chosen), a
policy of decentralisin;) work places away fron the CBD is
likely to lead to a reduction in and spreading of peak
demand in the morni ng.

IEl'lPORAL DISIRIBllTION OF SCHOOL lRAVEL

Figures 4, 5 and 6 and Figures '7, 8 and 9 shCl'W the ternt.X\ral
distributions of hane based education (primary and secondary) trips and
(tertiary) trips respectively for the various modes of transport.

In Adelaide there is considerable variation in the startill:J times
for primary and secondary schools. State primary schools generally
co:rrnence at 8.50 a.m. while private primary schools vary their startil1Q'
times fran 8.30 to 8.50 a.m. Similar variations cx::cur in the starting
times for secondary schools.

Figures 4 and '7 indicate that, for public transport trips:-

the morning and evening peak perioos extend fran 7 to 9
a.m. and 3 to 4 p.rn. (primary and secondary) and 7 to
10 a"m. and 3 to 6 p.m" (tertiary)"

the intensity of demand for primary and secondary school
trips is greater in the evening than in the" mornil'VJ while,
for tertiary education trips, the reverse is the case.

the sharp morning and evening peaks for primary and secondary
school trips canpared to the more spread out peaks for
tertiary education trips reflects the fact that primary
and secondary schools begin and end at particular times of
the day.. Because tertiary institutions have more flexible
teaching hours the temporal distribution tends to be more
dispersed.
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to M. OXLAD

for primary and secondary school trips the peak demand for
bus (both school and other) and taxi trips in the morning
occurs between 8 and 9 a .m. The same is true for tert iary
education trips. HCMever, the peak demand for tram and
train trips occurs between '7 and 8 a.m. (primary and
secondary) and 8 to 9 a.m. (tertiary). In the evening,
for primary and secondary school trips, t.he peak demand
for all modes occurs between 3 and 4 p.m. For tertiary
education trips the peak demand for bus and train trips
occurs between 4 and 5 p.m. while that for taxi trips
occurs between 7 and B p.rn.

Figures 5 and 8, for car travel, indicate a similar distribution
to public t.ransport in the case of primary and secondary school trips,
but a considerably different distribution in the"case of tertiary education
trips. Not unexpectedly, .primary and secondary school trips by car are
almost ent.irely car passenger trips. Figure 8 for tertiary education
trips is part.icularly interesting since it not only shows an intense
morning peak between 8 and 10 aam. (with maximum demand occurring between
8 and 9 a.m,,) hut a very dispersed evening peak between 3 and 8 pam.
(with maximum demand occurring between 6 and 7 p.m.) and a secondary
evening peak between 9 and 10 p.m. (reflecting evenirg lectures, etc.)

Figure 8 illustrates the spread of peak demand that can be achieved
with very flexible ending times.

Figures 6 and. 9, for walk, rrotor cycle and bicycle- trips, indicates
that the distributions for primary and secondary schCXJl trips are
considerably different to those for tertiary education trips.

Figure 6 indicates, that the distributions of prilnary and secondary
school walk, motor cycle and bicycle trips are almost exactly the same as
those for public transport and car trips"

Figure 9 on the other hand, apart fron showing a pronounced
rrorning peak between 7.30 and 9.30 aam. and an evening peak between 3 and
5 p"m. is characterised by several minor peaks between 11 a"m. and 1 p"ma
am between 9 and 11 p.ma

I11e conclusions which can be drawn fron Figures 4 to 9 are:-

t.he temporal distributions of primary and secondary school
t.rips are characterised by sharp morning and evenin;;J peaks
(r'egardless of the mOOe of travel used) between 7 and 9 a am.
and 3 and 4 p"m. resI;:>ectively. Although this I;:>eak demand is
most probably localised due to the spatial distribution of
primary and secondary schools throughout the metropolitan
area it will exacerbate the morning peak load on both the
road system and the public transport system, but will not
have the same adverse effect in the evening. If, however,
primary and secondary school starting times were shifted
forward by one or two hours (say 8.30 aama to 10a30 aama) it
would reduce the morning peak. load and significant.ly increase
the eveniI)J peak load since students would be returning hane
at the same time as workers.
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TEMPORAL DISTRIBl1l'IOO OF TRAVEL IN ADELAIDE

the temporal distributions of tertiary education trips are
characterised by a sharp morning peak and a dispersed evening
peak. 'Ihere is therefore scope to reduce the impact of
such trips on the morning peak by shifting the starting time
of tertiary institutions forward by one or two hours. However,
due to the small ntm1ber of trips involved there will not be a
dramatic reduction in OIJerall peak demand.

I'EMPORAL DISTRIBUrIOO OF SHOPPING TRAVEL

Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the temporal distribution of hcrne
based shopping trips for the various modes of transport.

Figure 10 indicates that, for public transport trips demand is
almost unifonn throughout the day, the exception- being bus trips which
have a lOClrning peak between 8 and 11 a.m .. and an evening peak between
2.30 and 4.30 p.rn.

Figure 11, for car trips, indicates that demand extends fron 8
a.m. to 10 p.m. with pronounced morning and evening peaks between 8 a.m.
and 12 noon and between 2.30 and 7 p.rn. respectively. Max!lmJrn demand on
the evening peak occurs between 4 and 5 p.rn., the time at which maxiJm.m
demard occurs for wo!'k trips (see Figure 2). The work arrl shopping trips
in the evenirg peak period canbine to place a considerable load on the
rood network. Note also that for both work and shopping trips which
cx::cur in the evening peak the major IOClde is car driver (alone).

Figure 12, for walk, lOOtor cycle and bicycle trips, ShCMS similar
distributions to those fot' public transport and car trips.

The conclusions which can be drawn fron Figur'es 10, 11 and 12 are
that:-

in spite of the fact that shopping trips are not constrained
to a particular starting time in the same way that work and
schCX)l trips are, it is clear that they are constrained by
other family activities which have the sane effect.

because the evening peak for shopping trips (by all modes)
occurs at the same time as that for work trips and because
the number of shopping and \«)rk trips started during the
evenirg peak are almost the same they act in canbination
to maximise the load on the public transport and road system.
Any policy which caused the distribution of shopping trips
in the evenirg to spread \«)uld have a beneficial effect on
the transport system. Although extending shop trading hours
beyond 5.30 p.m. would seem to have merit, the evening l;)eak
for shopping trips (at least as far' as families are concerned)
may reflect the need for all rnenbers of the family to arrive
hone at a particular time. If this is in fact the case, then
extending shop tradirg hours would have little effect on the
evening peak.
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TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION OF arHER TRAVEL

Home based other trips comprise social and rec~eational travel
and as such would be expected to occur in the afternoon and evening.

Figures 13, 14 and 15 show the temporal distribution of hone
based other trips for the various modes of transIX'rt.

Figure 13 indicates that, for public transport trips:-

there are both JOC>rning and evening peak pericx:ls which
exteoo fr'an 8 a.m. to 12 noon and fran 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
respectively.

bus is the most important rncde of travel with peak demand
occurring in the evenirg between 4 and 5 p.m.

Figure 14 indicates that, for car trips:-

there are both JTK:)rning and evening peak periods which exteoo
fran '7 a.m. to 9 a.rn. and 3 p.rn. to 11 p.m. respectively.
'!he evenil'YJ peak is much greater than the morning peak
with peak demand occurring between 7 and 8 p.m.

the number of trips by car driver (alone) and car driver
(with passenger) are almost equal throughout the pay. car
occupancy is 1..32 persons/vehicle canpared with 1.19 persons/
vehicle for work trips.

Figure 15 indicates that, for walk, motor cycle and bicycle trips:

there is only an evening peak. perioo which extends fron 3 p .m.
to 10 p.m. with maxim..Im demand oc:eurring J)et~n 4 and 5 p.m"

the main modes of travel are walk aoo bicycle with peak bicycle
demand occurring between 4 and 5 p.m.

The conclusion which can be drawn fran Figures 13, 14 and 15 is
that hane based other trips are heaviest in the evening and that they
therefore canbine with work and shcpping trips to place significant loads
on the road aoo. public transport system. The opportunities available for
altering the temporal distribution of hare based other trips are, l'lcMever,
very limited.

<XlNCLUSION

Examination of Figures 1 to 15 indicates that there is a prima
facie case for altering the temporal distribution of travel to achieve a
reduction and spreading of morning and evening peak. danand particularly
for work, primary and secondary school and shopping travel. It is also
clear that policies designed. to alter the temper'al distribution of travel
should concentrate on car travel.
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TEMPORAL DISTRIBUrION OF TRAVEL IN ADELAIDE

The results of other studies (P.A. Management Consultants, 19'75)
suggest that the widespread introduction of flexible working houls (as:
one lX'licy measure) will achieve a significant reduction in and spreading
of peak demand for work travel. While it is ackllCMledged that it would
not be feasible to introduce flexible workirg houts in manufacturing and
other industries which work in shifts, the decline in blue collar employ-·
ment which has occurred in Adelaide over the years and the increase in
white collar errployrnent indicates that significant benefits could be
achieved through the introduction of flexible working hours.

Notwithstanding this, in order to ensure that policies are
introduced which achieve their objective without causirg JOC)re problems
than they solve, considerably rrore research is needed to identify hC7to1 the
activities of households determine their travel patterns and therefore
the temporal distribution of tr'avel ..
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